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In recent years, cooperative communication (CC) technology has emerged as a hotspot for testing wireless communication
networks (WCNs), and it will play an important role in the spectrum utilization of future wireless communication systems.
Instead of running node transmissions at full capacity, this design will distribute available paths across multiple relay nodes to
increase the overall throughput. Te modeling WCNs coordination processes, as a recurrent mechanism and recommending a
deep learning-based transfer choice, propose a recurrent neural network (RNN) process-based relay selection in this research
article. Tis network is trained according to the joint receiver and transmitter outage likelihood and shared knowledge, and
without the use of a model or prior data, the best relay is picked from a set of relay nodes. In this study, we make use of the RNN to
do superdimensional (high-layered) processing and increase the rate of learning and also have a neural network (NN) selection
testing to study the communication device, fnd out whether or not it can be used, fnd out howmuch the system is capable of, and
look at how much energy the network needs. In these simulations, it has been shown that the RNN scheme is more efective on
these targets and allows the design to keep converged over a longer period of time. We will compare the accuracy and efciency of
our RNN processed-based relay selection methods with long short-term memory (LSTM), gated recurrent units (GRU), and
bidirectional long short-term memory (BLSTM),which are all acronyms for long short-term memory methods.

1. Introduction

Along with several applications, wireless communication
methods have some disadvantages. Wireless signals are
easily hacked, which compromises privacy. In wireless
networks, security algorithms (AES, WEP, and WAP2) and
modulation techniques (FHSS and DSSS) are used to avoid
this. Wireless networks were slower in the past. Wireless
LANs with advanced standards like IEEE 802.11ac and
802.11ad are now available, providing performance com-
parable to classic Ethernet-based LANs. At the outset of a
wireless network’s implementation, meticulous radio fre-
quency planning is required. Interference is a problem with
wireless communication. Tere are a variety of receiver and
modulation techniques that can make a wireless system

resistant to interference. Despite the fact that 4G networks
are the greatest for mobile consumers, they do have some
drawbacks. One of the most signifcant issues is the oper-
ational area, which is a disadvantage of all communication
networks, including 2G and 3G. In today’s modern world,
many rural locations and many buildings in large centers are
without network service.

Tis is due to our current communication standards and
equipment, which should be updated for this latest tech-
nology, which has the potential to bring communication and
many other has advanced applications everywhere, but only
if our operational area is efectively enhanced. One of the
most signifcant obstacles to delivering large data rates while
maintaining the requisite quality of service is the unreli-
ability of the wireless medium, which is caused by inherent
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channel fading. Furthermore, because high frequency bands
are being employed for future wireless generations, trans-
mission losses grow considerably with distance travelled. As
a result, 3G and 4G long-term evolution (LTE) standards
encourage denser deployment of base stations in conjunc-
tion with enhanced multiantenna systems in order to ensure
that links are stable and that extreme spectral efciency
criteria are met.Te topic of relay selection has received a lot
of attention [1, 2].

Most solutions concentrate on the various selection of
relay nodes or users which connect to selected relays or
whether mobile or host fxed system, which are generally
specialized devices for specifc network characteristics. From
2019, most of the cellular companies started deploying 5G
technology standard for the broadband cellular networks.
Tere is a transformation in the 5G networks regarding their
speed, latency, and connectivity with the huge number of
devices especially in the areas of IoT, VR, and artifcial
intelligence (AI). Several researchers ofer AI-based solu-
tions, especially deep learning (DL), due to their capacity to
adapt to dynamic conditions, such as wireless network
mobility; these approaches enable the efcient solution of
challenging challenges [3]. In networking, machine learning
is used to solve a variety of issues, including routing [4]. We
have chosen to concentrate on the relay selection process.

2. Cooperative Communications

As previously stated, cooperative communications (CC)
contribute to increased system dependability. Cooperative
diversity is a type of spatial diversity [5]. Some common
cooperative methods are amplify and forward [3, 4, 6], as
well as decode and forward. Te relays receive the infor-
mation, amplify the signal, and then send it to the desti-
nation in the frst method, while in the second approach, the
relays completely decode the original signal, re-encode it,
and then send it to the destination. Because in addition to
relays’ deliver, these are the original signal approaches that
are known as redundancy-based agreeable calculations. Te
nodes are needed distinct inside the channels limited
bandwidth. Distributive space time coding (DSTC) [7] is a
technique that can be applied to achieve diversity in col-
laboration and avoid bandwidth constraints.Te DSTBC is a
distributed system variant of STBC’s, as described in ref-
erence [8], in which a duplicate of the data is shared across
participating transmitting nodes. We assume a system with
only one relay and stress these techniques because currently,
we are working with DSTBC and cooperative diversity that
are two terms that come to mind while thinking about
DSTBC. To make things easier, relay selection was recom-
mended construction of cooperative networks, motivated by
the advantage of selection variety from multiuser selection
and antenna selection.Te authors of reference [9] proposed
a location-based technique for selecting the best relay based
on geographical random forwarding notions [10]. Assuming
that each node is aware of both its own and the destination’s
position, the relay is the node closest to the destination.
Because determining positions or distances between all
nodes is not a straightforward task, such algorithms are

better suited for static networks but less so for mobile
networks.

Opportunistic relay selection (ORS) [11], on the other
hand, is a single-relay strategy that does not need topological
knowledge. Tis approach selects a single relay with the best
channel condition based on local channel measurements (in
accordance to a given selection criterion [12]. When com-
pared to more complicated protocols such as DSTC, ORS
has no performance penalty in terms of the multiplexing-
diversity tradeof. Most importantly, it decreases imple-
mentation complexity by obviating the requirement for
space-time codes and avoids synchronization among several
transmitting relays. It was discovered to be a simple yet
efcient way to achieve cooperative diversity in slow fading
channels. However, in a quickly fading wireless environ-
ment, the measured channel state information (CSI) for
relay selection may difer from the actual channel quality at
the time of signal relaying due to processing and feedback
delays. As frequently demonstrated in [13–17], obsolete CSI
results in incorrect relay selection, which signifcantly de-
grades ORS performance.

Te problem of obsolete CSI will worsen as high-mo-
bility applications proliferate and higher frequency bands
are adopted in 5G and beyond systems. Sending signals at
higher frequencies (such as millimeter wave and terahertz
communications) or moving at a faster speed (e.g., vehicular
communications, high-speed trains, and unmanned aerial
vehicles) will increase the frequency shift, resulting in a
faster time-varying channel, according to the Doppler efect
in signal propagation. As a result, for next-generation
wireless communications, the development of a simple
cooperative approach that can also be used to rapidly fading
channels is becoming increasingly critical [17–20].

3. Literature Review

Te issues that have emerged in the helpful correspondence
organization since the proposed helpful correspondence plot
are how to get transfers to join participation and select
transfers to help others. As the correspondence hubs are not
helpful essentially, impetus is expected to urge hubs to take
part in the agreeable correspondence networks as sending
hubs. In a work by Mishra et al. [4], evaluation is acquainted
with an urge for the transfer hubs to join the collaboration
and to match viable application. Hand-of hubs are given
motivating forces in a type of installment for utilization of
the asset they spent on sending the data for diferent hubs.
Many works have been done in the feld of transfer choice for
agreeable correspondence organizations. In reference [21],
the creator proposed a hand-of choice in light of the area of
the transfer hubs. Hand-of determination in light of mo-
mentary connection with obstruction is done in reference
[22].

Disseminated hand-of determination utilizing game
hypothesis [23] centers around the limit of the absolute
transmission. After the transfer choice, the asset distribution
and improvement is a following issue in the helpful cor-
respondence organization. Assigning ideal asset to each
hand-of hub with various goals between the hubs in the
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framework is expected to acquire best execution from the
agreeable correspondence organization. An agreeable cor-
respondence network with both transfer hubs and source
hub needs to expand their own beneft through asset des-
ignation, and enhancement will have diferent asset distri-
butions and streamlining processes than where the goal is
just to boost the source hub gain. Most algorithms, as we will
see in this section, focus on the selection of dedicated relays
or assume that some information is available a priori to
facilitate the selection process. Te frst portion of section 2
will address traditional methods, while the second part will
provide machine learning algorithms. Classical algorithms
are approaches for solving problems that do not use machine
learning. Using matching theory [21, 22], Markov chains
[22, 23], or framing the topic as a maximization problem
[24] are some examples. Te matching game is used by the
authors of reference [21] to estimate future radio circum-
stances for fying drones.

Te position and trajectory of the drones are used to
dynamically change each one’s transmission mode and
decide which drones will deliver data. However, in the
context of transportation, it is not always viable to predict
users’ future paths. Te authors of reference [22] suggest a
relay selection method in which mobile users (MU) pick
relays based on cost. Te model is made up of a base station,
numerous relays, and several MUs. A transition matrix
represents user mobility, and a restricted Markov decision
process is used to simulate the problem. Despite the fact that
user mobility is taken into consideration in this proposal, the
usage of dedicated relays limits the problem.

Te approach presented in reference [24] seeks to op-
timize the system throughput while fulflling user QoS re-
quirements while taking into account a power limitation.
Te model consists of a single antenna, multiple fxed relays,
and users. Te maximizing problem enables the selection of
the best relay for each user. However, because relays are fxed
units with no mobility, the approach is inefective in a highly
dynamic environment with possible relays moving in and
out of the investigated region.

Te authors of reference [23] recommend that multirelay
selection (MRs) be included to assist manage heavy trafc
times of stationary relays in order to decrease signaling
overhead and improve user mobility experience. Markov
chains are used to represent high trafc times. Despite their
mobility, MRs are designed to be installed on vehicles such
as buses and move at a steady speed. Tis may not be ap-
propriate in low-population-density areas. Te authors of
reference [25] suggest a relay selection technique to help
nodes with heavy interference. A macro cell antenna, a few
pico cell antennas, and many users comprise the model. Tis
method is intriguing since each node has the capacity to
transmit data to assist another node. However, it employs
static nodes and is not suited for usage in a highly mobile
environment.

In the literature, many virtual-multiple input multiple
output (V-MIMO) designs have been proposed to achieve
spatial variety [3, 4], spatial multiplexing [21], and/or beam
forming [22].Te amplify-and-forward [22], decode-and-
forward [23], and compress-and- forward [24] protocols

have been used to achieve two-hop [23] or multi-hop [25]
communication from a relay viewpoint. Furthermore,
V-MIMO may be investigated at the link or system level
[22]. In addition, ergodic capacity [22], outage capacity, bit
error rate (BER), and energy efciency have all been used to
evaluate performance of V-MIMO. Te selection of relay
users is another key element that has a direct impact on
V-MIMO performance. Several techniques for cooperative
relay selection have been presented. Some of the major work
is provided in reference [7], where the user pairing method
based on orthogonally of the channel matrix is explored, and
group-based user pairing is proposed in reference [9].

Wireless communication and networks (WCNs) is a
network where a group of N number of devices can transmit
and receive the data over radio frequencies without the usage
of any physical connections like wires or cable. Te key
parameters of wireless communication and networking are
signal encoding and decoding techniques, spectrum limit,
error detection and correction techniques, and architecture
of the network. WCNs plays a major role in telecommu-
nications and networking such as usage of cellular networks,
wireless LANs, and diferent kinds of satellite services [5, 9].

4. System Model

Tis section initially covers the basics of deep recurrent
networks, such as the simple recurrent neural network
(RNN), long short-term memory (LSTM) [26], and gated
recurrent unit (GRU) [27], before going into how to use one
to develop a channel predictor [28, 29]. Te computational
complexity and statistics of projected CSI are also examined
for these predictors [30–32]. Unlike feed-forward neural
networks, which have unidirectional input fow, RNNs in-
clude recurrent self-connections that allow them to mem-
ories previous data and show a signifcant promise in time-
series prediction [33]. Te previous time step’s activation is
transmitted back as part of the current step’s input. Te lth

recurrent layer of a basic RNN is usually described as
follows:

d
(l+1)
t � R

(l)
d

(l)
t  � δh W

(l)
d

(l)
t + U

(l)
d

(l+1)
t−1 + b

(l)
 , (1)

where W(l) and U(l) in equation (1) are matrices of weights
for the lth layer, bl is a vector of bias, d

(l)
t and d

(l+1)
t−1 represent

the input and output for layer 1 and (1 + 1), respectively,
and d

(l+1)
t−1 is the result of the previous step’s feedback, R(l)

[34]. Te activation function frequently picks the hyperbolic
tangent indicated by and is the relation for the input and
output of the lth RNN hidden layer, tan h, i.e., δh(x) � (e2x −

1)/(e2x + 1).
Utilizing average stochastic-inclination drop (SGD)

strategy to prepare a repetitive organization, the back-
spread blunder signals will generally zero that suggests a
restrictively lengthy intermingling time [35–40]. To
handle this inclination disappearing issue, Hochreiter and
Schmidhuber proposed long short-term memory (LSTM)
in their trailblazer work of reference [26], which brought
cell and entryway into the RNN structure. Te previous is
a unique memory unit and the last option controls read
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and compose admittance to the cell. In 1999, Jiang et al.
[41] further presented another entryway that fgures out
how to reset the secret state at ftting times. Ten, at that
point, a typical LSTM cell has three entryways: an in-
formation door controlling the degree of new data streams
into the cell, a neglect door to sift through futile memory,
and a result entryway that controls the degree to which the
memory is applied to create the initiation. Te upper piece
of Figure 1 shows the graphical portrayal of a profound
LSTM network comprising of an information layer, L
secret layers, and a result layer. How about we utilize the
lth stowed away layer as an illustration to reveal insights
into how an initiation signal goes through the organi-
zation? Tere are two secret states—the present moment
S

(l)
t−1 and the long-term state C

(l)
t−1; the input d

(l)
t and S

(l)
t−1 the

activation vectors for the gates are generated by com-
bining the activation vectors of four fully connected (FC)
layers [29, 33].
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where W and U are weight matrices for the FC layers, b
stands for bias, and the subscripts i, o, and f stand for input,
output, and forget gate, respectively, and δg is an abbrevi-
ation for the logistic sigmoid function,
δg(x) � (1/(1 + e− x)). Te current long-term state c

(l)
t . is

obtained by frst erasing old memory using the forget gate,

then by adding fresh data picked by the input gate [42], c(l)
t �

f
(l)
t ⊗ c

(l)
t−1 + i

(l)
t ⊗g

(l)
t , where the Hadamard product (ele-

ment-wise multiplication) is denoted by the operator ⊗ and
g

(l)
t � δg(W(l)

g d
(l)
t + U(l)

g S
(l)
t−1 + b(l)

g ). Tis hidden layer’s
output is calculated by the following expression:

d
(l+1)
t � L

(l)
d

(l)
t  � o

(l)
t ⊗ δh c

(l)
t , (3)

where L(l) represents the LSTM’s lth layer’s input-output
function. It is worth noting that the output is the present
short-term condition, i.e., S

(l)
t � d

(l+1)
t [29].

Figure 1 shows a block diagram of the receiver, which
includes an input layer, an output layer, and L hidden layers,
as well as a DL-based channel predictor [29]. Te lth hidden
layer is opened to detail the internal structure of an LSTM
memory block and its information fow. To maintain au-
thentic channel data, a tapped-postpone line is applied to
shape a progression of back to back CSI tests for the in-
formation layer [26, 43, 44]. Te indicator is embedded
between the channel assessor and hand-of selector,
changing estimated CSI to anticipated CSI straightforwardly
with practically no diferent adjustments for an ORS
framework. LSTM has acquired huge accomplishment
notwithstanding its concise history and has been fnancially
executed in diferent AI items like Apple Siri and Google
Translate. Following its presentation, mainstream re-
searchers created various varieties, the most notable of
which was GRU presented by Cho et al. in reference [27]. It
is a less complex adaptation with fewer boundaries; yet, it
outfanks LSTM on some more modest and less continuous
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Figure 1: Graphical block diagram representation of the receiver [29].
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datasets. To improve on the design, a GRU memory cell has
just a solitary secret state, and the quantity of entryways is
diminished to two: the update and reset door. Te activation
vector for the update gate is computed by
d

(l)
t � σg(W(l)

z d
(l)
t + U(l)

z S
(l)
t−1 + b(l)

z ), which decides the extent
to which the memory content from the previous state will
remain in the current state. Te reset gate controls whether
the previous state is ignored, and when it tends to 0, the
hidden state is reset with the current input. It is given by
by d

(l)
t � σg(W(l)

r d
(l)
t + U(l)

r S
(l)
t−1 + b(l)

r ). Te previous con-
cealed state was the same way, S

(l)
t−1 runs through the cell,

deletes old memory, and replaces it with fresh material,
resulting in the current concealed state.

s
(l)
t � 1 − z

(l)
t ⊗ S

(l)
t−1 + z

(l)
t ⊗ σh W

(l)
s d

(l)
t + U

(l)
s r

(l)
t ⊗ S

(l)
t−1  + b

(l)
s  .

(4)

Te hidden state is also equal to its output of this hidden
layer, i.e. d

(l+1)
t � G(l)(d

(l)
t ) � s

(l)
t , where G(l)(.) denotes the

input-output function.

5. Simulation Results

In this segment, the analysis of CC techniques such as all
relay participation-based DF techniques and BRS- based DF
technique under perfect CSI has been considered. Te
performance characteristics such as the SNR, SER, PA factor,
and BER of the all relay participation technique and BRSS
have been evaluated [45]. Te SNR, SER, PA factor, and BER
of the cooperative techniques have been evaluated. Te
parameters desired for the analysis are target BER� 0.0001
and the SNR range is from 0 to 30 dB.

In Figure 2, the SER comparison characteristic curves for
all RP-DF schemes, best RP-DF schemes and direct com-
munication scheme under adaptive and non-adaptive

scenarios have been designed as a function of average SNR,
when the relay number is fxed as 3 [46]. From these curves,
it can be observed that all adaptive schemes outperform the
nonadaptive schemes. It can be noted that the direct
transmission provides the greatest average SER compared to
the other two schemes and the SER decreases as the SNR
increases. Te mathematical values of SER comparison are
mentioned in Table 1. It is also observed that the BRSS
outperforms the all relay participation scheme by 2 bits/s at
low SNR and 6 bits/s at high SNR [47]. Figure 3 shows the
best correlation of various relay system mechanism and
BLSTM integrated relay mechanism. Here, the heatmap is
provided with 2-dimensional with correlation between the
variables on each axis is mentioned by each square. Te
range of correlation is generally between −1 and +1. Tere is
a no linear relationship between the variables when the value
is closer to zero and when it is closer to 1, and then, we can
consider it as highly positive correlated. Te dark purple
color denotes that there is high correlation and the light blue
color indicates that correlation is less between the given
variables.
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Figure 2: Average SER for diferent relaying schemes for relay number 3 (R3).

Table 1: Average SER for diferent relaying schemes for relay
number 3 (R3).

Scheme SER
BLSTM 10–4 10–3 10–3 10–1 100 101 102

LSTM 10–5 10–4 10–4 10–2 10–1 101 101

GRV 10–6 10–6 10–4 10–3 10–2 100 100

Adaptive best 10–7 10–7 10–6 10–5 10–4 10–3 10−2

Adaptive direct 10–8 10–7 10–5 10–4 10–2 10–1 101

Non-adaptive direct 10–10 10–10 10–9 10–9 10–9 10–6 10−5

Non-adaptive all 10–10 10–10 10–10 10–9 10–9 10–9 10−9

Non-adaptive best 10–10 10–9 10–9 10–8 10–7 10–6 10−5

Adaptive all 10–10 10–9 10–9 10–9 10–9 10–9 10−9
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Figure 4 displays the average BER characteristic curves of
entire RP and BRSS for relay numbers 3 and 4. From these
plots, it can be viewed that the BER of adaptive BRS is below
the target BER [48]. Table 2 provides the average BER values
from Figure 4. When the channel state is poor, that is, when
the average SNR is low, the BER is excessive and average
SNR increases the BER decreases. Te value of BER also
decreases as the no. of relay increases. Te BER of BRS is
0.0001 lower compared to the all relay participation schemes

at 30 dB [49]. Figure 5 shows the relation of various relay
system mechanism and BLSTM integrated relay mechanism
shows the best correlation with all the relaying schemes.

Figure 6 and Table 3 show the PA characteristic plots and
values, respectively, of all the adaptive and non-adaptive
schemes such as all relay participation schemes, BRSS, and
direct communication scheme for varying relay numbers.
From these plots, it has been verifed that all adaptive
schemes outperform the non-adaptive schemes [50]. It is
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observed that the direct transmission scheme provides the
greatest average PA than the other two schemes. It is also
observed that BRSS outperforms the all relay participation
scheme by 3 bits/s at high SNR.

Figure 7 shows the co-variance relation for spectral
efciency curves of adaptive all relay and adaptive BRS for
diferent relay numbers. Figure 8 compares the throughput
spectral efciency performance curves of adaptive all relay

Table 2: Average BER for all RP and BRSS for relay numbers 3 and 4 (R4).

Relay number BER
Best� 5 (BLSTM) 10−8 10−9 10−10 10−11 10−12 10−13

Best� 5 (LSTM) 10−7 10−8 10−9 10−10 10−11 10−12

Best� 5 (GRV) 10−6 10−7 10−8 10−9 10−10 10−11

Best� 4 10−5 10−5 10−7 10−8 10−9 10−10

All� 3 100 101 10−1 10−2 10−1 10−4

All� 4 10−1 10−2 10−3 10−4 10−5 10−6

Best� 3 10−3 10−4 10−5 10−6 10−7 10−8
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Table 3: PA factors for diferent relaying schemes for varying relay numbers.

Scheme Power allocation factor (b/J)
BLSTM 12 15 14.3 14.5 15 15.6 16
LSTM 10 13.3 13.9 13.1 14.3 13 15.5
GRV 9 13 13.3 12 12 11 14.2
Adaptive best 5 7 6.5 5 6 4.5 6.5
Adaptive direct 8 14 12.5 9 11 9 13
Non-adaptive direct 2 7 6 3 5 5 6.5
Non-adaptive all 1.5 2 2 3 2.5 3 2
Non-adaptive best 2 3.5 3 2 2.5 2 3
Adaptive all 2.5 3 3 2.5 3 2.5 3
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and adaptive BRS for various relay numbers as a function of
average SNR [51]. From these fgures and values given in
Table 4, it has been observed that adaptive BRSS outperforms
the all relay scheme by 0.7 bits/s at medium SNR and about
2.5 bits/s at high SNR [52]. Figure 8 shows the relation of
various relay system mechanism and BLSTM integrated
relay mechanism shows the best co-relation with all the
relaying schemes for spectral efciency parameters.

Te comparison of accuracy for various relay selection
methods is shown in Figure 9 as well as the percentage of
accuracy is given in Table 5. It has been noticed from
Figure 9 that the proposed ORSM method produces the
highest accuracy of about 93%. Around 4% of accuracy has
been improved when compared with existing methods [53].

Figure 10 provides the comparison between the pro-
posed ITRS system and other existing systems like ORN,
ML-ORSM, and OPAS.Te suggested ITRS scheme, with an
SNR of 36 dB, is shown to give the maximum SNR and
minimum BER as 10−6 when compared with the other

Table 4: Troughput spectral efciency curves of adaptive all relay and adaptive BRS for diferent relay numbers.

Relay number Troughput spectral efciency
Best� 5 (BLSTM) 1.3 1.9 2.8 3.5 4.2 5.3 6
Best� 5 (LSTM) 1 1.6 2.5 3.3 3.9 5 5.3
Best� 5 (GRV) 0.9 1.4 2 3 3.6 4.4 4.6
Best� 5 0.6 1 1.8 2.6 3.5 4.7 5.1
All� 3 1 1 1.2 1.3 1.5 1.7 1.9
All� 4 1 1 1.2 1.3 1.5 1.7 1.9
All� 5 1.2 1.3 1.5 1.7 2 2.3 2.4
Best� 3 0.5 1 1.7 2.5 3.3 4 4.4
Best� 4 0.5 1 1.7 2.5 3.3 4 4.4
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Table 5: Comparison of various relay selections.

Scheme Accuracy (%)
BLSTM (with all relays) 98
LSTM 97
GRV 94
ORSM 93
Single RS with NC (SRS-NC) 89
Dual RS with NC (DRS-NC) 85
Conventional RS with No NC (CRS-No-NC) 88
Network coding with no relay selection (NC-No-
RS) 80
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Figure 10: Comparison between ITRS and other existing schemes.
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existing systems [54–59]. Te numerical values of such
comparisons are given in Table 6.

6. Conclusion

In recent years, CC technology has become a hotspot for
testing WCNs. It will become a major component of future
wireless communication systems’ spectrum utilization. Tis
system shares available channels across numerous relay
nodes to boost throughput. We describe the WCNs’ coor-
dination processes as a recurrent mechanism and ofer a
deep learning-based transfer decision; we propose a RNN
process-based relay selection.Without a model or prior data,
this network is trained based on the joint receiver and
transmitter outage likelihood and shared knowledge to
identify the best relay from a set of relay nodes. We employ
RNN to accomplish superdimensional (high-layered) pro-
cessing and accelerate the rate of learning. We also use a
neural network to test the communication device, determine
if it can be used, how much the system can do, and how
much energy the network needs. In simulations, RNN is
more efective on these targets and keeps the design con-
verged longer. We will compare our RNN-processed relay
selection methods with LSTM, GRU, and BLSTM methods.
Observations indicate that adaptive BRSS beats the all-relay
system by 0.7 bits/s at medium SNR and by about 2.5 bits/s at
high SNR. Also displayed is a comparison of the accuracy of
various relay selection methods. It has been observed that
the suggested ORSM method achieves an accuracy of ap-
proximately 93%, which is approximately 4% higher than
existing methods.

Nomenclature

5G: Fifth generation
AES: Advanced encryption standard
AF: Amplify-and-forward
AI: Artifcial intelligence
ANN: Artifcial neural network
BER: Bit error rate
BLSTM: Bidirectional long short-term memory method
BRS-DF: Best relay selection-based decode and forward
BRSS: Best relay selection scheme
CC: Cooperative communication
CT: Cooperative transmission

CRS-No-
NC:

Conventional relay selection with no network
coding

CSI: Channel state information
DSSS: Direct sequence spread spectrum
DF: Decode-and-forward
DRS-NC: Dual relay selection with network coding
DSTC: Distributive space time coding
DT: Direct transmission
DL: Deep learning
ED: Energy detection
FC: Fully connected
FHSS: Frequency hop spread spectrum
FD-AF-
RN:

Full duplex amplify-and-forward relay
networks

GRU: Gated recurrent units
IO: Input output
ITRS: Interference thwarting relay selection
KPI: Key performance indicator
LAN: Local area network
LSTM: Long short-term memory
LTE: Long term evolution
MCS: Modulation and coding scheme
ML-
ORSM:

Machine learning-optimal relay selection
method

MU: Mobile user
NC: Network coding
NC-No-
RS:

Network coding with no relay selection

OPAS: Optimal power allocation scheme
ORN: Optimal relay node
ORSM: Optimal relay selection method
PA: Power allocation
PDF: Probability distribution function
QoS: Quality of service
RP-DF: Relay participate decode and forward
RS: Relay selection
RNN: Recurrent neural network
SER: Symbol error rate
SNR: Signal to noise ratio
SRS-NC: Single relay selection with network coding
SVM: Support vector machine
V-MIMO: Virtual-multiple input multiple output
VR: Virtual reality
WAP2: Wi-f protected access 2
WEP: Wire equivalent privacy
WN: Wireless network
WCNs: Wireless communication networks.
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Table 6: Comparison between proposed and other existing
techniques.

Diferent relay selection schemes BER Average
SNR(dB)

BLSTM 10−8 38
LSTM 10−7 37
GRV 10−6 36
ITRS (PS) 10−6 36
ORN 10−5 23
ML-ORSM 10−5 to 10−6 32
OPAS 10−5 to 10−6 25
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